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a b s t r a c t 

Memory-corruption exploits are one of the major threats to the Internet security. Once an exploit has 

been detected, exploit diagnosis techniques can be used to identify the unknown vulnerability and at- 

tack vector. In the security landscape, exploit diagnosis is always performed by third-party security ex- 

perts who cannot access the source code. This makes binary-level exploit diagnosis a time-consuming 

and error-prone process. Despite considerable efforts to defend against exploits, automatic exploit diag- 

nosis remains a significant challenge. In this paper, we propose a novel insight for detecting memory 

corruption at the binary level by identifying the misuses of input data and present an exploit diagnosis 

approach called deExploit . Our approach requires no knowledge of the source code or debugging infor- 

mation. For exploit diagnosis, deExploit is generic in terms of the detection of both control-flow-hijack 

and data-oriented exploits. In addition, deExploit automatically provides precise information regarding 

the corruption point, the memory operation that causes the corruption, and the key attack steps used 

to bypass existing defense mechanisms. We implement deExploit and perform it to diagnose multiple 

realistic exploits. The results show that deExploit is able to diagnose memory-corruption exploits. 

© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

A vulnerability is a type of software bug that can be manip-

lated by attackers to alter the intended software behavior in a

alicious way ( Brumley et al., 2006 ). An exploit is an actual in-

ut that triggers a vulnerability, typically with malicious intent

nd devastating consequences, such as starting a shell or escalat-

ng privileges. Among the causes of software vulnerabilities, mem-

ry corruption is the most significant reason ( Szekeres et al., 2013 ),

nd CERT advisories demonstrated that memory-corruption ex-

loits constitute approximately half of all reported attacks ( Veen

t al., 2012 ). 

Once an exploit for an unknown vulnerability has been de-

ected, security experts generally try to diagnose the exploit by re-

laying the attack. This enables them to detect the exploit, identify

he root cause of the vulnerability, and finally provide a patch or
� The preliminary version of this paper is published in the 39th IEEE Computer 

ociety International Conference on Computers, Software & Applications (COMPSAC 

015). 
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ecurity advisory ( Xu et al., 2005; Sezer et al., 2007 ). Exploit di-

gnosis is a significant problem in the security landscape. For ex-

mple, almost all mainstream operating systems and applications

ave adopted patching to remove newly discovered vulnerabilities.

everal intrusion-detection techniques ( Costa et al., 2007 ) and in-

ut filters ( Brumley et al., 2006 ) have been developed to provide

emporary protections after an exploit has been identified, but be-

ore patches have been properly applied. All these defense mech-

nisms require exploit diagnosis to provide specific information

bout the vulnerability and the exploit. 

This paper focuses on a binary-level approach for exploit diag-

osis. We require exploit diagnosis to work at the binary level be-

ause source-code-based approaches are impractical in the security

andscape. In recent years, many automatic debugging techniques

ave been proposed to assist in fixing vulnerabilities and generat-

ng software patches ( Wu et al., 2014; Cui et al., 2016; Jun et al.,

016 ). For example, RETracer ( Cui et al., 2016 ) reconstructs pro-

ram semantics from core dumps and examines how the program

nput contributes to program crashes. CREDAL ( Jun et al., 2016 ) an-

lyzes the core dump of a crashed program without the assump-

ion of memory integrity. However, the distribution and applica-

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2016.11.026
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jss
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tion of patching are very slow. Gkantsidis et al. (2006) showed

that it takes about 24 h for 80% of the unique observed IPs to no-

tice when a new Windows Update patch is available for download,

whereas current exploits such as the Slammer worm compromise

almost all vulnerable hosts within minutes ( Moore et al., 2003 ). For

emergency response, many other defense techniques are required

for temporary protection. These defenses are always provided by

security experts from third-party organizations who cannot access

the source code ( Brumley et al., 2006 ). Compared with debug-

ging techniques that require the support of source code, binary-

level exploit diagnosis is preferable because it enables security ex-

perts who cannot access the source code to automatically analyze

the exploits and vulnerabilities. Additionally, these debugging tech-

niques are unsatisfactory for special security applications such as

identifying the attack vector employed by the exploit to generate

exploit signatures. 

Exploit diagnosis is time-consuming, tedious, and error-

prone ( Zhang et al., 2012; Prakash et al., 2013 ). In particular,

binary-level exploit diagnosis remains a challenging and difficult

problem that should be automated wherever possible. Understand-

ing the complexities of a vulnerability has consistently proven to

be very complicated for humans at the source-code level ( Jun et al.,

2016 ), let alone the binary level. In recent decades, various defense

techniques have been proposed for memory-corruption exploits.

However, most previous techniques are insufficient for automatic

exploit diagnosis because of the following challenges. 

• Practicality for binary programs. Enforcing memory safety

is a generic approach that can stop all types of mem-

ory corruption ( Szekeres et al., 2013 ). Representative tech-

niques include pointer bounds ( Cowan et al., 2003 ) and ob-

ject bounds ( Akritidis et al., 2009 ). Approximation techniques,

which are weaker than memory safety, have also been pro-

posed, such as WIT ( Akritidis et al., 2008 ) and DFI ( Castro et al.,

2006 ). However, these techniques require the support of source

code and are impractical for binary programs. 
• Genericity to attack types. At the binary level, most at-

tack detection techniques are designed by capturing the

attack manifestations ( Haller et al., 2013 ). For example,

TaintCheck ( Newsome and Song, 2005 ) can detect attacks

that try to overwrite return addresses or function pointers.

CFI ( Abadi et al., 2009 ) detects violations of control-flow-

integrity to mitigate control-flow-hijack attacks, and many

practical CFI techniques ( Mohan et al., 2015; van der Veen et al.,

2015; Zhang et al., 2013; Payer et al., 2015; Tice et al., 2014 )

have been proposed. Traditionally, memory-corruption vulner-

abilities are exploited for control-flow-hijack attacks ( Szekeres

et al., 2013 ). These vulnerabilities can also be exploited for

data-oriented attacks (also known as non-control data at-

tacks Chen et al., 2005 ). Because the attack manifestation of

data-oriented attacks is difficult to detect, many detection tech-

niques may lose their capabilities ( Slowinska et al., 2012 ). 
• Provision of precise information about the vulnerability and ex-

ploit. Recent studies have developed the binary-level memory

safety or weaker policies in which the program data structures

are reversed (e.g., BinArmor ( Slowinska et al., 2012 ), StackAr-

mor ( Chen et al., 2015 ), and Data-delineation ( Gopan et al.,

2015 )). These techniques can detect both control-flow-hijack

and data-oriented attacks. However, the problem scope of ex-

ploit diagnosis is different from that of exploit detection. Most

detection techniques can detect attacks whenever the vulner-

abilities are triggered, but fail to provide precise information

about the exploited vulnerability. Moreover, security mecha-

nisms such as stack protection ( Cowan et al., 1998 ), address-

space-layout randomization (ASLR) ( Bhatkar et al., 2003 ), and

data execution protection (DEP) ( Data Execution Protection,
2013 ) lead to increasingly sophisticated exploits ( Buchanan

et al., 2008; Snow et al., 2013; Bittau et al., 2014 ). These so-

phisticated exploits always consist of multiple attack steps to

circumvent existing defense mechanisms ( Zhang et al., 2012 ).

Information about the vulnerability and exploit are important

for exploit diagnosis in terms of localizing the root causes of

vulnerabilities and generating exploit signatures; however, pro-

viding such information has rarely been considered. 

This paper presents a binary-level exploit diagnosis approach

alled deExploit . This approach is generic in terms of the de-

ection of various attacks, including both control-flow-hijack and

ata-oriented exploits. In addition to detection, deExploit can also

ocalize the root cause of an unknown vulnerability by providing

nformation regarding the corruption point in the instructions. de-

xploit can identify the key attack steps, allowing us to under-

tand the attack vector employed by the exploit to circumvent ex-

sting defense mechanisms. 

The insight behind deExploit is that the exploitation for a

emory-corruption vulnerability often involves misusing pro-

ram inputs as the value of undefined data structures and the

isuse of input data can be employed to detect memory corrup-

ion and diagnose exploits . More specifically, program inputs are

sually organized as the syntax format definition, and these inputs

onsist of several independent fields. When a program receives its

nput, it should subsequently reference various data structures to

tore and manipulate these fields ( Caballero et al., 2007 ). However,

he attacker always maliciously constructs the exploit to corrupt

nd control sensitive data (such as the return address and function

ointers), with the purpose of bypassing system protections and

xecuting unintended instructions. That is, certain data in the ex-

loit are misused as the value of other data structures. With this

bservation, modeling how the program manipulates the input and

dentifying the misuse of input data is an attractive approach for

etecting memory-corruption attacks and diagnosing exploits at

he binary level. In this study, we employ a fine-grained dynamic

ainting approach to dynamically reverse the data structures. For

ach input field, we construct a set of data structures that are ref-

renced by the program to access this field. For the execution of

he exploit, once a data structure reference to a field is not de-

ned in benign executions, we detect an invalid reference and fi-

ally identify the misuse of input data for exploit detection and

iagnosis. 

This paper is an extended version of our previously published

aper ( Zhao et al., 2015 ). In our previous work, we proposed the

etection of exploits and the identification of key attack steps.

or effective exploit diagnosis, we are also interested in how the

isuse of input data could be used to localize the root causes of

oftware vulnerabilities. Meanwhile, our previous approach causes

any false alarms because not every data misuse is part of a key

ttack step. These two problems have motivated us to investigate

he localization of the root causes of vulnerabilities and the reduc-

ion of false alarms when identifying key attack steps. 

The novelty and contributions of our paper include three as-

ects. 

• This paper presents deExploit , a binary-level exploit diagno-

sis approach. This approach is generic in terms of the detection

of various attacks, including both control-flow-hijack and data-

oriented exploits. Moreover, deExploit can localize the root

cause of an unknown vulnerability by providing information re-

garding the corruption point, vulnerable data structures, and

suspicious memory operations. It can also identify the key at-

tack steps to help understand the attack vector employed by

the exploit to circumvent existing defense mechanisms. 
• To detect memory corruption at the binary level, we propose

the novel insight of identifying the misuse of input data. The
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Table 1 

Comparison of typical techniques to defend against memory corruption. 

No source 

code 

No debugging 

info 

Control- 

hijacking 

attacks 

Data-oriented 

attacks 

Localizing 

root causes 

Identifying 

key steps 

Program protection DFI ( Castro et al., 2006 ) × – � � � ×
WIT ( Akritidis et al., 2008 ) × – � � � ×
BinArmor ( Slowinska et al., 2012 ) � � � � � ×
StackArmor ( Chen et al., 2015 ) � � � � � ×
Delineation ( Gopan et al., 2015 ) � � � � � ×
Clause2007 ( Clause et al., 2007 ) � × � � × ×

Attack detection TaintCheck ( Newsome and Song, 2005 ) � � � × × ×
PointerTaint ( Nakka et al., 2005 ) � � � � × ×
CFI ( Abadi et al., 2009 ) � � � × × ×
binCFI ( Zhang and Sekar, 2013 ) � � � × × ×

Memory debugging Memcheck ( Seward and Nethercote, 2005 ) � × � × × ×
Memsherlock ( Sezer et al., 2007 ) × × � � � ×

Exploit diagnosis PointerScope ( Zhang et al., 2012 ) � � � × × �

deExploit � � � � � �
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insight is that the exploitation for a memory-corruption vul-

nerability often involves misusing input data as the value of

undefined data structures and the misuse of input data can be

employed to detect memory corruption and diagnose exploits.

Based on this observation, we investigate how the dynamic re-

verse engineering of program data structures can be used to

model the method whereby the program manipulates the ex-

ploit. We then detect memory-corruption attacks by identifying

the invalid data structure referenced by the exploit. 
• We implement deExploit and utilize it to diagnose several re-

alistic exploits. The results show that deExploit can detect both

control-flow-hijack and data-oriented exploits and that it is ap-

plicable in localizing the root causes and identifying the key at-

tack steps. 

. Motivation and observations 

.1. Background 

In the arms race between offense and defense over the last 30

ears, exploitation techniques for vulnerabilities have been con-

tantly evolving, and a set of defenses has been developed to fight

gainst vulnerabilities and exploits (see Table 1 ). 

As the root cause of memory-corruption vulnerabilities is the

ack of memory safety in unsafe programming languages ( Szekeres

t al., 2013 ), eliminating memory errors and enforcing memory

afety are generic approaches, which can detect and prevent all

ypes of memory-corruption attacks. Typically, these generic tech-

iques are based on precise objects and pointer-to analysis, which

equire the support of source code. Taking advantage of reverse

ngineering techniques, researchers have proposed several binary-

evel approaches that enable memory safety protection without

he support of source code. These binary-level techniques (such as

tackArmor ( Chen et al., 2015 ) and Data-delineation ( Gopan et al.,

015 )) first recover and identify the program data structures, and

hen enforce runtime memory safety via static analysis of the re-

overed objects. 

Software protection techniques aim to prevent memory cor-

uption. Another important type of defense mechanism is to de-

ect unknown exploits or memory-corruption attacks. Among these

etection techniques, most of them are based on the signatures

f attack manifestations ( Slowinska et al., 2012 ). For example,

aintCheck ( Newsome and Song, 2005 ) detects attacks by captur-

ng the behavior of overwriting return addresses or function point-

rs, and CFI ( Abadi et al., 2009 ) detects attacks by identifying the

iolation of control flow integrity. 
This paper focuses on exploit diagnosis. The problem scope of

xploit diagnosis is different from those of software protection and

xploit detection. Protection and detection techniques can prevent

nd detect unknown exploits, whereas exploit diagnosis identifies

he unknown vulnerability and determines the attack vector upon

he detection of a new exploit. Therefore, an exploit diagnosis tech-

ique is required to detect the exploit, as well as to localize the

oot cause of vulnerabilities and identify the key attack steps re-

arding how the exploits circumvent existing defense mechanisms.

ompared with attack detection, the localization of vulnerability

oot causes and the identification of key attack steps have rarely

een studied. In summary, exploit diagnosis typically involves at

east three stages: detecting the exploit, localizing the root causes

f the unknown vulnerability, and identifying the key attack steps

o help understand the attack vector. 

For the problem of exploit detection, few previous binary-level

etection techniques can be generic to the detection of various

ttacks. In addition to the control-flow-hijack attacks that are of-

en considered in previous techniques, data-oriented attacks ( Hu

t al., 2015; 2016 ) (also known as non-control data attacks Chen

t al., 2005 ) are another type of memory-corruption attack. Recent

tudies have shown that data-oriented exploits can be automati-

ally generated for a given memory-corruption vulnerability ( Hu

t al., 2015; 2016; Carlini et al., 2015; Evans et al., 2015 ). More-

ver, recent exploits have utilized data-oriented attacks as their

ey steps ( Subverting without EIP, 2014; PanguTeam, 2015 ). For

xample, the control-flow bending (CFB) ( Carlini et al., 2015 ) and

ontrol-Jujutsu ( Evans et al., 2015 ) attacks can leverage memory-

orruption vulnerabilities to construct an arbitrary code execution

ven when fine-grained CFI is enforced. A recent exploit on Inter-

et Explorer (IE) 10 changes a single byte to enable arbitrary code

xecution ( Subverting without EIP, 2014 ). An iOS jailbreaking ex-

loit also involves a data-oriented attack to bypass code-signing

alidation ( PanguTeam, 2015 ). Compared with control-flow-hijack

xploits, the attack manifestations of data-oriented exploits are

oncealed and difficult to detect. Most previous detection tech-

iques (such as dynamic tainting ( Newsome and Song, 2005 ) and

FI ( Abadi et al., 2009 )) are unable to capture the attack manifesta-

ions of data-oriented attacks. In summary, an effective exploit di-

gnosis should be generic in terms of attacks types, including both

ontrol-hijacking and data-oriented exploits. 

For automatic vulnerability analysis, researchers have proposed

any automatic debugging techniques for the localization of mem-

ry errors. Memsherlock ( Sezer et al., 2007 ) can automatically

dentify unknown memory-corruption vulnerabilities upon the de-

ection of an exploit. This identifies the corruption point and de-

cribes how the malicious input exploits the vulnerability, which
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Fig. 1. Data-oriented attack on ghttpd . 
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requires the support of source code. Considering security appli-

cations (such as the generation of vulnerability signatures), the

source code and debugging symbols are rarely available. Unlike

program developers, who can debug and fix software bugs with

the support of source code, security experts always perform the

exploit diagnosis on binary programs directly. Thus, the above

source-code-based techniques may be impractical for programs

without available source code, such as commercial-off-the-shelf

(COTS) binaries or legacy code. CBones ( Kil et al., 2007 ) extracts

and verifies program structural constraints to detect security bugs.

It is based on the attack manifestation in which the exploit violates

the structural constraints. PointerScope ( Zhang et al., 2012 ) aims to

identify key attack steps by detecting pointer misuses. These two

techniques are practical for binaries. However, CBones and Pointer-

Scope may fail in some data-oriented attacks. For example, if mem-

ory corruption occurs between two stack objects during a data-

oriented attack, no violation will be detected by CBones or Point-

erScope. 

2.2. Problem scope 

In the exploit diagnosis problem, we are given a vulnerable bi-

nary program P and an exploit exp for an unknown vulnerability.

For the program P , neither the source code nor debugging infor-

mation is available. The goal of exploit diagnosis is to assist secu-

rity experts (especially experts from third-party organizations, for

whom the source code is not available) by automatically providing

precise information regarding the corruption point in the instruc-

tions, the memory operation that causes the corruption, and the

key attack steps used to bypass existing defense mechanisms. 

For improved effectiveness demonstrated in Section 2.1 , we

have designed deExploit to satisfy the following three require-

ments. 

• Practicality . To enable security experts who cannot access the

source code to perform automatic analysis of exploits and vul-

nerabilities, we designed deExploit to be practical at the binary

level. 
• Genericity . To overcome the problem of exploit detection, we

designed deExploit to be generic in terms of the detection

of various attacks, including both control-flow-hijack and data-

oriented exploits. 
• Explanatory ability . For effective diagnosis of vulnerabilities

and exploits, we designed deExploit to provide explanatory in-

formation by identifying the corruption point in the instruc-

tions and the memory operation that caused the corruption.

Additionally, deExploit can also identify the key attack steps,

enabling us to understand the attack vector employed by the

exploit. 

2.3. Motivating example 

Fig. 1 shows the vulnerable statements in ghttpd , which is a

web server program. In the function serveconnection , the program

defines a pointer ptr and dereferences it to access the value of the

request URL. In the function log , the program converts the received

URL (pointed to by ptr ) into a formatted string, and saves it in a

200-byte buffer called temp for system logging. If the URL contains

more than 200 bytes, it will overrun the buffer and corrupt ad-

jacent memory regions. Typically, this vulnerability could be ex-

ploited by overwriting the return address and hijacking the control

flow. Besides control-flow-hijack attacks, this vulnerability can also

be exploited for data-oriented attacks. 

In the program, the function serveconnection is defined to check

whether the URL contains the substring“/..”. If so, this request URL

is directly rejected to prevent the execution of programs that are
utside the restricted cgi-bin directory. However, the memory cor-

uption that occurs after the security check indicates a Time-of-

heck-To-Time-Of-Use (TOCTTOU) attack. In the TOCTTOU attack,

n attacker first presents a legitimate URL without“/..” to bypass

he serveconnection check procedure. The attacker then overwrites

he saved ptr and makes it point to a malicious URL containing“/..”.

hrough this way, the attacker can successfully force the program

o execute outside the restricted cgi-bin directory, without any CFI

iolations. 

As described in the original data-oriented exploit ( Chen et al.,

005 ), the program assigned esi to hold the copy of ptr and pushed

si into the stack when serveconnection called log . A long URL then

verwrites the saved esi and makes ptr point to an unintended

tring. However, the original exploit ( Chen et al., 2005 ) no longer

orks on current compiled programs, because esi no longer saves

he copy of ptr . For ease of presentation, we consider the original

xploit to illustrate our motivation and observation. In Section 5 ,

e will present the working exploit for evaluation. 

The data-oriented exploit is represented as GET

AA . . . AA \ x29 \ xd7 \ xff\ xbf \ x20 \ x20/cgi-bin/../../../../bin/sh . The sub-

tring following GET contains two parts split by a blank space

 \ x20 ). The program converts the first part, AAA . . . AA \ x29 \ xd7 \ xff\ xbf ,

nto a null-terminated string and stores it in the memory region

ointed to by ptr (as shown in serveconnection ). This string passes

he checking of“/..”. In log , the long URL overruns the 200-byte

uffer and overwrites the 4-byte memory region of the saved esi

o 0xbfffd729 . When log returns, the value of ptr is overwritten

s 0xbfffd729 , which is the memory address of the second part
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Fig. 2. Memory layout of the data-oriented exploit. 
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cgi-bin/../../../../bin/sh . Later, the program will execute the program

cgi-bin/../../../../bin/sh specified by ptr and start a shell. 

In diagnosing this data-oriented exploit, few previous tech-

iques have effectively identified the corruption point and attack

ector that allows the execution of /cgi-bin/../../../../bin/sh to pass

he security check. For example, most binary-level detection tech-

iques (such as dynamic tainting ( Suh et al., 2004; Newsome and

ong, 2005 ) and CFI ( Abadi et al., 2009 )) are unable to detect and

iagnose this data-oriented exploit, because the exploit does not

erform return-address overwriting, function-pointer overwriting, 

r CFI violations. System protection (such as the stack cookie) can

etect and prevent this attack, but cannot provide precise infor-

ation regarding the corruption point and attack vector. Binary-

evel techniques such as StackArmor ( Chen et al., 2015 ) and Data-

elineation ( Gopan et al., 2015 ) can detect the corruption point,

ut fail to determine the attack vector. 

.4. Our observation 

Program inputs usually contain structural information, and they

onsist of several independent fields. This structural information is

ften denoted as syntax format . 

efinition 1. The syntax format refers to the structure of program

nputs consisting of multiple fields. Each field is semantically inde-

endent. Typically, input fields are split by separators or based on

 specific length. 

When a program receives its input, it should subsequently parse

he input into various fields, and allocate different memory re-

ions and corresponding data structures to store these fields ( Lin

t al., 2008 ). At the binary level, the program will dereference cor-

esponding pointers to access these fields. 

For illustration, let us consider the motivating example. Accord-

ng to the syntax format of the HTTP request, in the first line of the

TTP packet, e.g., GET /index.html HTTP/1.1, /index.html refers to the

equest URL, and HTTP/1.1 refers to the HTTP version. These two

elds are split by a blank space. After reading the input, the pro-

ram uses corresponding data structures to store /index.html and

TTP/1.1 . The memory layout is shown in Fig. 2 (a). The program

llocates a 200-byte buffer to store /index.htm , and it dereferences

he pointer of temp to access the URL during the execution. 

Similarly, for the exploit represented by GET

AA . . . AA \ x29 \ xd7 \ xff\ xbf \ x20 \ x20/cgi-bin/../../../../bin/sh , the first

art AAA . . . AA \ x29 \ xd7 \ xff\ xbf refers to the request URL, and the
econd part /cgi-bin/../../../../bin/sh should be the version of HTTP. As

efined by the program semantics, the program will convert and

ave the request URL (AAA . . . AA \ x29 \ xd7 \ xff\ xbf) int o the memory

egion at temp . However, because the request URL exceeds 200

ytes, the execution of the exploit will lead to a buffer overflow

n temp . Fig. 2 (b) shows the stack layout. The long URL overruns

he buffer temp and overwrites the saved esi to 0xbffffd729 . Later,

he instruction < pop esi 〉 accesses this 4-byte 0xbffffd729 through

he pointer specified by esp . That is, the instruction interprets the

-byte 0xbffffd729 as the value of esi , which holds the copy of ptr .

owever, in the syntax format definition, the 4-byte 0xbffffd729

hould be a portion of the request URL. As the request URL is

tored in temp , the program should dereference the pointer of

emp to access these four bytes. It is observed that the violation

here the 4-byte 0xbffffd729 is misused and interpreted as the

alue of ptr . Following this observation, we further find that the

isuse of input data is a generic feature for memory corruption,

ecause the attacker always seeks to corrupt and control some

ensitive program data with user inputs for malicious intent.

herefore, identifying the misuse of input data is an attractive

pproach for detecting and diagnosing exploits. However, several

hallenges must be overcome for our intuitive idea to work at the

inary level. 

• The first step to detect the misuse of input data is to construct

a set of data structures for each input field. The difficulty is

that we do not know what the data structures are and what

the mapping relationship (between the data structures and in-

put fields) should be. Thus, the first challenge is to define the

detection policy clearly. 
• There is no high-level abstraction such as data structures or

types in binary programs. Thus, the second challenge is to make

our idea practical at the binary level. 
• For effective exploit diagnosis, it is still unknown how misused

data could be used to localize vulnerability root causes and

identify key attack steps. 

. Overview of deExploit 

.1. Detection policy 

The detection policy is based on the property that data struc-

ures referenced by the program to access input fields are defined

s program semantics. For an input field f , the set of data struc-

ures that are referenced by the program to store and manipulate f

s called the data-structure-reference set for f , denoted as DS(f) . Be-

ause DS(f) is predefined by the program semantics, whenever f is

ccessed, the data structure referenced by the program to access f

hould be in DS(f) . Otherwise, we can detect invalid data structure

eferences. 

The main challenge for implementing the detection policy is

o determine the data-structure-reference set for each input field,

hich is difficult without a thorough understanding of program se-

antics. Without the support of high-level abstractions, this work

s more challenging for binary programs. In addition, input fields in

 benign input are commonly parsed and manipulated into mul-

iple data structures, because of the complex program logic. That

s, an independent field is commonly interpreted as multiple units

uring program execution. This phenomenon exacerbates the diffi-

ulties for our detection policy. For this problem, we define a dy-

amic field to model how the program manipulates fields dynam-

cally. 

efinition 2. A dynamic field refers to the input portions that are

lways manipulated as one unit during the program execution. 
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Fig. 3. Overview of deExploit . 
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Note that the definition of a dynamic field is different from that

of an input field in the syntax format. According to Definition 1 , an

input field is defined as per the syntax format definition. According

to Definition 2 , a dynamic field is specified by the way the program

manipulates the input. Moreover, an input field defined by the syn-

tax format may be manipulated as multiple dynamic fields during

the execution. 

When the program receives the input, it should subsequently

parse the input into multiple dynamic fields step by step. Specif-

ically, the program first regards the input as one entire dynamic

field, and then parses the whole dynamic field into multiple dy-

namic fields according to the definition of program semantics. We

define a tuple of 〈 f, d, e 〉 to model the way in which the program

references data structures to access a dynamic field . In this tuple,

f, d , and e refer to the dynamic field, the data structure used to

store and manipulate f , and the execution context, respectively. A

tuple 〈 f, d, e 〉 indicates that the program references data structure

d to access dynamic field f within execution context e . At the bi-

nary level, the data structure is always represented by correspond-

ing pointers as in previous techniques. The tuple 〈 f, d, e 〉 also in-

dicates that the program dereferences the pointer of d to access

the dynamic field f within the execution context e . To model the

progressive method whereby a program P parses and manipulates

an input I into multiple dynamic fields step by step, we model the

dynamic execution of I by P as sequences of 〈 f, d, e 〉 . 
To detect invalid data structure references, we employ an ex-

ecution comparison and construct the data-structure-reference set

for each dynamic field. Our observation is that the way the pro-

gram manipulates the benign input is just the criterion for viola-

tion detection. The data structure references for each input field

are predefined by the program semantics. If the program parses

and manipulates the two inputs in the same way, the data struc-

ture references to the same field should also be identical. There-

fore, we can construct the data-structure-reference set for each in-

put field from benign executions, and then detect the violation of

invalid references to the exploit through execution comparison. 

3.2. Approach overview 

Fig. 3 shows an overview of deExploit . 

As shown in Fig. 3 , deExploit first generates or selects a benign

input. The execution of this benign input is used to detect the mis-

use of exploit data. Second, deExploit employs a fine-grained dy-

namic tainting technique to monitor executions. The fine-grained

dynamic tainting enables us to capture the propagation of every

byte in the input and record the complete execution trace. Third,

by analyzing the memory access patterns, deExploit dynamically

reverses dynamic fields, as well as memory regions and corre-

sponding data structures used to store these dynamic fields. Then,

deExploit constructs the data-structure-reference set for each dy-

namic field from the benign execution, and inspects the dynamic

execution of the exploit to identify the invalid references. Finally,

deExploit localizes the root causes of vulnerabilities and identifies
he key attack steps by examining the dependency relationship be-

ween misused input data. 

. Design and implementations 

.1. Generation of benign executions 

Program inputs often consist of multiple optional fields as per

he syntax format definition ( Cui et al., 2008 ). Moreover, the value

f some input fields can determine the program behavior ( Carbin

nd Rinard, 2010 ). For effective execution comparison, we should

enerate or select a benign execution in which the program logic

s identical to that of the exploit. 

The technique of generating or selecting executions for compar-

son is another significant problem in many research areas such

s software debugging. Many techniques have been proposed for

vercoming this problem. For example, a benign input could be

alculated with symbolic execution by collecting execution traces

nd execution constraints ( Godefroid et al., 2008 ). If the test suite

s available, a much simpler approach is selecting the benign ex-

cution by comparing the execution traces ( Sumner et al., 2011 ).

n this study, we generate benign inputs by mutating the exploit.

pecifically, we use a parser to obtain the syntax format of the

xploit. Then, we mutate the value for each field to generate in-

uts that cause no crash. Simultaneously, we compare the execu-

ion traces of these benign inputs and select the one with the ex-

cution trace most similar to that of the exploit. 

.2. Dynamic tainting and monitoring 

As a detection policy, deExploit is designed to identify invalid

ata structure references for the detection of memory-corruption

ttacks. The challenge is that there are no data structures in the

inary programs and we cannot determine how the dynamic fields

re accessed. In deExploit , we employ a fine-grained dynamic

ainting and monitoring technique to dynamically reverse the dy-

amic fields as well their corresponding data structures. 

Traditional dynamic tainting uses a taint tag to indicate

hether the operand is derived from the program input ( Suh et al.,

004; Newsome and Song, 2005 ). However, this is unsatisfactory

or dynamic reverse engineering. The fine-grained dynamic tainting

n deExploit gives each input byte a unique taint tag and records

he whole propagation of each byte. In particular, for instructions

ith multiple source operands, deExploit taints the destination

perand with the combined taint tags. 

During the execution monitoring, deExploit records two types

f information. One is the executed instructions, their operands,

nd the memory addresses of instructions. The other is the taint

ecords of the operands. 

.3. Reversing dynamic fields and program data structures 

In recent years, many reverse engineering techniques have been

roposed to reverse the syntax format of the program input and
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rogram data structures. Most of these techniques are designed on

he intuition that the way the program manipulates the input re-

eals a wealth of information about the syntax format ( Caballero

t al., 2007 ). For example, Howard ( Slowinska et al., 2011 ) dy-

amically identifies base pointers by tracking the way in which

ew pointers are derived from existing ones by calculating the off-

et. REWARDS ( Lin et al., 2010 ) dynamically identifies input fields

ased on the observation that various input fields are typically

andled in different execution contexts. 

As in previous techniques ( Slowinska et al., 2011 ), we denote

he pointer that points to the base of a memory object as the base

ointer of the corresponding data structure. Based on the observa-

ion that the program will dereference the same base pointer to

ccess the consecutive bytes in one dynamic field, we propose to

everse the program data structures as well as the dynamic fields

ollaboratively. Specifically, deExploit first determines the tainted

perand in the instructions and its memory address. For exam-

le, the addressing mode of an x86 instruction is computed as ad-

ress = base + (index ∗scale) + displacement , where the base and in-

ex values are indicated by registers. deExploit checks whether

his address is derived from another address by backtracking the

alculation on memory addresses. If so, deExploit further checks

hether the address is derived from a third one, until deExploit

eaches the base pointer. After identifying the base pointers of

ainted bytes, deExploit regards the consecutive bytes addressed

ith the same base pointer as a dynamic field. 

However, identifying the base pointer for a data structure is

 challenging task, because the contexts where types of mem-

ry objects are allocated are significantly different. For overcom-

ng this problem, we must recognize the execution contexts cou-

led with instructions to recover the base pointers for data struc-

ures ( Slowinska et al., 2011 ). 

Memory objects can be allocated either statically (such as

lobal and static variables) or dynamically (such as local variables

n the stack and dynamic variables on the heap). Static memory

bjects are not reused, so they can be uniquely identified by their

ddress. However, the stack and heap are constantly reused, with

he allocation and deallocation of stack frames and heap objects.

ased on previous studies ( Slowinska et al., 2011 ), the insight for

ecognizing reallocation is that the memory-allocation contexts are

ifferent for types of memory objects; thus, the data structures on

he stack and heap should be coupled with specific execution con-

exts. 

The program typically allocates a new frame for every invoca-

ion of a function, and the frame holds all local variables on the

tack. In this study, deExploit captures the dynamic balancing of

oth ebp and esp to reconstruct the stack frame. Specifically, deEx-

loit captures the call instruction as well as < mov % esp , % ebp > to

dentify the allocation of a new stack frame, and the 〈 pop % ebp 〉 (or

eave ) instruction as well as ret to determine the deallocation of a

rame. For local variables on the stack, the compiler usually uses

ither ebp or esp to specify their base pointers. Thus, if a pointer

s derived from ebp or esp by adding an offset, i.e., 0x4(% ebp ),

eExploit will regard this pointer as a base pointer to a local

ariable. 

For variables that are allocated dynamically on the heap, de-

xploit monitors the invocation of memory-allocation functions to

apture the allocation of objects. The returned value of a memory-

llocation function refers to the address of the allocated object.

hen, deExploit integrates the returned address and the invoca-

ion of memory-allocation functions to represent the variable. For

xample, if an instruction calls malloc , the returned value refers to

he memory address of the allocated object. Following the instruc-

ion that calls malloc and analyzing the assignment of the returned

alue, deExploit can further identify the base pointer for the allo-

ated object. 
.4. Detecting the misuse of input data 

Through dynamic reversing, deExploit can identify the dy-

amic fields indicated by the offset intervals of the program in-

ut. As the length of the input field is always variable, we can-

ot directly compare dynamic fields for violation detection. For this

roblem, we employ a tree structure, as in previous studies on pro-

ocol reversing ( Lin et al., 2008 ), to normalize the structure of dy-

amic fields. This is because the program subsequently parses the

nput into several fields step by step, as in the construction of the

ree structure. 

In the normalization step, deExploit regards the entire input

s one field and initializes the tree structure as a single root node.

nce a new field has been identified, deExploit search for the par-

nt node with the smallest offset interval that can cover the offset

nterval of the new field. Then, deExploit inserts a new node into

he tree as a child node. If no parent node is found, deExploit will

reat the root node as the parent. In the tree, deExploit queues

he nodes in ascending order of their offsets to the dynamic fields.

fter the normalization, the dynamic field is represented by the

epth and ordering number of the node in the whole tree. 

With the 3-tuple 〈 f, d, e 〉 , deExploit can detect two types of vi-

lations. The first is where a dynamic field identified in the execu-

ion of the exploit is undefined in benign executions. The second is

here a data structure referenced by the program to a certain dy-

amic field is not present in benign executions. The first violation

s typically caused by the references to overwritten data structures.

hat is, if a dynamic field is undefined, it indicates that this dy-

amic field is likely to be a portion of another dynamic field. When

he program references the corrupted data structure, it will inter-

ret this portion as an independent yet undefined dynamic field.

he second violation indicates an invalid pointer dereference. The

nvalid pointer can be triggered by exploiting a vulnerability such

s in the exploitation for a use-after-free vulnerability, and the in-

alid pointer can also be generated by another memory corruption

uch as overwriting a pointer. 

In the motivating example, deExploit detects two violations.

ne is caused by the 4-byte 0xbffffd729 , because these four bytes

hould be a portion of the request URL. As the 4-byte 0xbffffd729

elongs to the request URL, the program should dereference the

ointer of temp to access 0xbffffd729 ; actually, the program ac-

esses 0xbffffd729 by dereferencing esp and interpreted 0xbffffd729

s the value of another data structure. The other violation is the

ccess to /cgi-bin/../../../../bin/sh , because dereferencing ptr to access

cgi-bin/../../../../bin/sh is not defined in the benign execution. 

.5. Localizing root causes and identifying key attack steps 

.5.1. Localizing root causes 

To localize the root causes of vulnerabilities, we design deEx-

loit to provide information regarding the corruption point in the

nstructions (i.e., the memory operation that causes corruption),

he data dependencies of how the exploit reaches the point, and

he context of the conditions that should be satisfied to trigger

he vulnerability. In a general exploitation model, the first step in

xploiting a memory-corruption vulnerability is to make a pointer

nvalid. Therefore, the basic approach to localize root causes of vul-

erabilities is to identify the generation and dereference of an in-

alid pointer ( Yong and Horwitz, 2003 ). 

The misuse of input data is caused by invalid pointer derefer-

nces. To identify invalid pointers, we need to analyze the cause-

ffect relationship between the invalid pointer and the data misuse

or various types of memory-corruption vulnerabilities. 

For spatial memory errors, the invalid pointer dereferences lead

o corruption on other data structures. That is, dereferencing the

ointer to access the misused data is not the root cause; rather,
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Table 2 

Vulnerable programs and exploits. 

Vulnerable programs CVE-ID Upgraded exploit Exploitation attack Platform 

Apache-1.3.31 CVE-2004-0940 Oct 2004 Stack overflow Ubuntu 10.04 

3CTfpdSvc-0.11 N/A Mar 2012 Stack overflow Windows XP 

knet-1.04b CVE-2005-0575 Apr 2013 SEH exploit; ROP attack Windows XP 

ghttpd-1.4.3 CVE-2001-0820 Aug 2015 Non-control data attack Ubuntu 10.04 

gzip-1.2.4 CVE-2001-1228 Nov 2001 Non-control DoS attack Ubuntu 10.04 

coolplayer-2.18 CVE- 2008-3408 Jan 2011 Stack overflow; ROP attack Windows XP 

Apache-1.3.31 CVE-2006-3747 Jul 2006 Off-by-one DoS attack Windows XP 

PuTTY 0.65 CVE-2016-2563 Jun 2016 Stack overflow Windows XP 

ProFTPD 1.3.3a CVE-2010-4221 Dec 2010 Int-to-buffer overflow CentOS 6.8 
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the root cause is the invalid pointer dereference that causes mem-

ory corruption. To localize the root causes of the spatial memory

errors, we enabled deExploit to highlight the data dependency re-

lationship for the misused data and identified the propagation of

suspicious data. 

For temporal memory errors, attackers often exploit the vulner-

ability by forcing a pointer to a deallocated or reallocated memory

region. The invalid pointer-dereference is just the root cause. From

the perspective of debugging, temporal memory errors are easily

captured by analyzing the allocation and deallocation sequences in

the execution of an exploit. Therefore, this paper focuses on the di-

agnosis of memory corruption exploits caused by spatial memory

errors. 

Our approach can detect multiple misuses of data. Some

of them are caused by direct memory corruption, and others

may subsequently be affected by the execution of corrupted

data. For example, the misuse of /cgi-bin/../../../../bin/sh is affected

by the previous corruption that overwrites the pointer to /cgi-

bin/../../../../bin/sh . Because triggering an invalid pointer is always the

first step of the exploitation, the analysis of the first detected mis-

use is more useful for the localization of root causes. 

In particular, deExploit can go deeper to identify more valuable

information such as the probable size of the buffer. For misused

data, deExploit first determines the undefined dynamic field, and

then regards its parent node as the input field to which it belongs.

By analyzing the root pointers of the dynamic field and belonging

field, deExploit can further infer the size of the vulnerable data

structure. 

4.5.2. Identifying key attack steps 

Based on the observation that attack steps are closely related to

each other and are generally integrated into a complete attack vec-

tor, deExploit is designed to identify the key attack steps by cap-

turing the dependency relationships between misused data. It cap-

tures two main types of dependencies: control dependencies and

data dependencies. 

Control dependencies include the control transfer, function

pointers such as the return address, calling for API functions, and

system calls. Data dependencies include both direct data depen-

dencies and pointer propagations. It is common for tainted values

to be used as pointers to address other memory segments. Thus,

deExploit captures both direct data and indirect data propagation

between misused data to construct the whole attack vector. 

For each set of misused data, deExploit first identifies the dy-

namic field, the dereferenced pointer that accesses this field, and

the instruction that takes this field as operands. Then, deExploit

analyzes the data dependencies and determines whether the dy-

namic field or its dereferenced pointer is data-dependent on an-

other dynamic field. deExploit also analyzes the control depen-

dencies and determines whether the instruction address is data-

dependent on another dynamic field. 

In the motivating example, deExploit detects two misuses of

data, the 4-byte 0xbffffd729 , and /cgi-bin/../../../../bin/sh . By analyzing
he dependency relationship, deExploit further identifies that the

ddress of the pointer to /cgi-bin/../../../../bin/sh is specified only by

xbffffd729 . This indicates that 0xbffffd729 is used as a springboard

o execute /cgi-bin/../../../../bin/sh . 

. Evaluation 

We evaluated the effectiveness of deExploit with several binary

rograms. In addition, we considered different types of vulnerabil-

ties and different exploitation techniques. 

Table 2 lists the vulnerable programs, the CVE-ID of vulnerabil-

ties, the update dates of exploits, and the exploitation techniques.

ote that exploitation techniques are constantly evolving with the

nhancement of system protection, and exploits are constantly up-

ated to bypass these protections. For example, the original exploit

or the vulnerability CVE-2001-0120 no longer works, and a recent

tudy ( Hu et al., 2015 ) updated a working exploit. In the evalua-

ion, we selected only the latest and working exploits from previ-

us literature and exploit database systems ( Offensive security ex-

loit database archive, 2016 ). Table 2 lists the update dates of these

xploits. 

We implemented deExploit on the platform of BitBlaze ( Song

t al., 2008 ), which consists of two components: a dynamic taint

nalysis component (called TEMU) and a static analysis component

called Vine). We implemented the dynamic monitoring in deEx-

loit as a plugin of BitBlaze and designed a fine-grained dynamic

ainting approach. With the dynamic monitoring, we obtained ex-

cution traces including instructions, operands, and tainting infor-

ation. To detect the misuse of input data, we implemented an-

ther component in deExploit as an off-line analysis tool based

n execution traces. 

.1. Experimental results 

Table 3 summarizes the experimental results. The runtime in-

ludes two items: the time required to capture execution traces

y dynamic tainting and the time required to detect misused data.

rom Table 3 , it is apparent that the performance of dynamic taint-

ng had a large weight, and some traces were large, especially for

indows programs. For example, it took more than 20 min to cap-

ure the trace for coolplayer , and the trace file contained more than

 GB of data. 

Table 3 also presents the number of misused input data. Let

s take the exploit for vulnerability CVE-2008-3408 for illustra-

ion. It is observed that deExploit identified 16 misuses of input

ata. With the first detected misuse, deExploit successfully local-

zed the corruption point in the instructions and the suspicious

emory operation causing memory corruption. In all 16 misuses,

eExploit successfully identified the key attack steps such as the

onstruction of parameters for the invocation of the function Set-

rocessDEPPolicy . Further details are presented in the case study in

ection 5.2 . 
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Table 3 

Summary of evaluation. 

Vulnerabilities Exploits & benign inputs Running time Trace size Total instructions Misuses of input data 

CVE-2004-0940 Exploit 2 min 10 s, 5 min 10 s 1,327,642,497 9,135,126 2 

Benign input 1 min 36 s, 4 min 16 s 943,327,312 8,772,515 

3CTfpdSvc Exploit 5 min 16 s, 1 min 30 s 60,404 427,540 2 

Benign input 6 min 32 s, 1 min 50 s 70,009 645,617 

CVE-2005-0575 Exploit 22 min 40 s, 7 min 30 s 3,248,019,963 30,995,325 6 

Benign input 18 min 16 s, 6 min 16 s 2,346,406,479 20,370,905 

CVE-2001-0820 Exploit 1 min 16 s, 30 s 57,688 424,945 8 

Benign input 1 min 10 s, 20 s 55,928 411,353 

CVE-2001-1228 Exploit 1 min 16s, 26s 42,830 308,773 1 

Benign input 58 s, 12 s 23,830 169,371 

CVE-2008-3408 Exploit 20 min 50 s, 6 min 30 s 1,091,527 7,909,697 16 

Benign input 17 min30 s, 6 min10 s 621,939 4,959,121 

CVE-2006-3747 Exploit 4 min 30 s,1 min 52 s 871,912,814 6,297, 809 Missed 

Benign input 18 min 16 s, 6 min 16 s 2,346,406,479 20,370,905 

CVE-2016-2563 Exploit 6 min 50 s, 2 min 16s 125,773 597, 389 4 

Benign input 6 min 16 s, 1 min 55 s 120,169 564,073 

CVE-2010-4221 Exploit 1 min 27 s, 45 s 82,752 566,314 14 

Benign input 1 min 16 s, 45 s 78,346 529,836 
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Fig. 5. Execution traces for the data-oriented attack on gzip . 
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As shown in Table 3 , deExploit encountered a false negative for

he exploit for vulnerability CVE-2006-3747 . This false negative in-

icates that deExploit failed to detect memory corruption through

dentifying misuses of input data. To examine the reasons, we find

hat the overwritten return address is control-dependent, rather

han data-dependent, on the program input. That is, the under-

ainting problem causes this negative. We present more details and

iscussions in Section 5.3 . 

The vulnerability CVE-2010-4221 is caused by another

ype of memory corruption called integer-overflow-to-buffer-

verflow ( Zhang et al., 2010 ). Specifically, one of the root causes

f vulnerability CVE-2010-4221 is an integer overflow in which an

nsafe calculation from a signed integer to an unsigned integer

an mistakenly convert a negative number to a large positive

umber. When the vulnerable program receives a long buffer and

opies it to the memory region, it leads to a buffer overflow and

orrupts sensitive data such as the saved ebp and return address.

n this example, deExploit identified 14 misused dynamic fields,

ncluding the overwritten return address, the overwritten saved

bp , and the misused dynamic fields for constructing an ROP

ttack. However, deExploit cannot provide information showing

hat an exploit should trigger the integer vulnerability in advance

efore triggering this vulnerability. 

.2. Case studies 

In this section, we present two case studies to demonstrate that

eExploit can detect both control-flow-hijack and data-oriented

xploits, especially the data-oriented exploit, which is not easy to

etect with previous techniques. Additionally, we present a third

ase study to demonstrate that deExploit can localize the root
A string 
UA string buffer containing the 

URL [4, 349]

0xbfffd729
[286, 349]

c tooRsdleif cimanyD ause lo

the parent field

misused as the value of esi
m

Fig. 4. Localization of the vulnerability 
auses and identify the key attack steps, which enables us to un-

erstand the working procedures of attacks such as ROP. 

.2.1. Data-oriented attack on gzip 

The gzip program contains a buffer overflow between two

lobal variables. We constructed an exploit with a long input file-

ame of 20 0 0 bytes, which is a data-oriented attack leading to a

enial-of-service (DoS). 

As the syntax format, the program input consists of one field in-

icating the filename. For a benign input, gzip subsequently takes

wo data structures to store this string, and the base addresses of

he two data structures are 0x807f680 and 0x807faa0 . Note that the

nput field defined as the syntax format is manipulated as a dy-

amic field. 

Next, we discuss the execution of the exploit. Fig. 5 shows

he trace segment. Before illustrating the experimental results, we

xplain the format of the execution trace. In Fig. 5 , each line

epresents the memory address of the instruction and operands.

s an illustration, consider the instruction < mov (% eax ), % ecx > ,

hose memory address is 0xb7e8d283. M@0x807faa0[69666763]

efers to the source operand, where M indicates that the operand

s read from memory, and the value is 0x69966763 with address
buffer containing the 
RL [4, 349]

illegal memory movement from 0xbfffb5ad to 
0xbfffb426 that corrupts the segment saved esi

bytes  [4, 285]  [286, 349] 

calization

memroy addr:
0xbfffb56e

emroy addr:
0xbfffb426

root causes for the ghttpd exploit. 
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Fig. 6. Attack vector of the data-oriented attack on ghttpd . 
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0x807faa0 . The following is the taint information. T1 means that

the operand is tainted and propagated from the program input.

Taint tags for each byte are followed and separated by a comma.

In this study, deExploit sets the offset from the beginning as

the taint tag for each input byte. That is, for an exploit contain-

ing 20 0 0 bytes, the offset for each byte ranges from 0 to 1999.

In Fig. 5 , taint tags for the four bytes of the source operand are

1056, 1057, 1058, and 1059, respectively. This indicates that these

four bytes are propagated from the input bytes with offsets from

1056-1059. 

As shown in Fig. 5 , the memory address of the tainted 4-byte

is 0x807faa0 , and is derived from eax . Backtracking the data prop-

agation, deExploit finds that the program moves the value of an-

other memory segment to eax , and the address of this memory

segment is specified by 0x4(%esp) . As esp holding the stack pointer,

0x4(%esp) will be the base pointer. Then, deExploit identifies the

offsets of this dynamic field addressed by 0x4(%esp) ranging from

1056 to 1999. Because this dynamic field (with the offset interval

[1056, 1999]) is not defined in benign executions, a violation is de-

tected. This violation indicates that the exploit has overwritten the

data structure of which the base address is 0x807faa0 . 

According to the detection policy, it is observed that this viola-

tion is of the first type. The input portion [1056, 1999] is likely to

corrupt another data structure, and this input portion should be a

part of the filename. Through analyzing the execution traces, de-

Exploit identifies that the memory movement from 0x807f680 to

0x807faa0 is the latest write to the memory region at 0x807faa0 .

Then deExploit can infer that this memory movement leads to a

memory overlap and this is likely to be the cause of such memory

corruption. Additionally, deExploit can infer that the size of the

vulnerable buffer will probably be 1056 by calculating the offsets

between the two memory regions. 

Please note that the buffer size is 1024. That is, the input por-

tion [1024, 1055] should have overwritten additional data struc-

tures. However, the program did not access the memory regions

ranging from 0x807f680 to 0x807faa0 ; therefore, deExploit could

not capture these misuses of input data. 

5.2.2. Data-oriented attack on ghttpd 

As mentioned in Section 2 , the original exploit no longer works

on our platform. In the evaluation, we present a working data-

oriented exploit that was demonstrated in a recent study ( Hu et al.,

2015 ). 

The original exploit leverages a TOCTTOU attack to bypass the

security checking by corrupting the pointer that points to the URL.

In the original exploit ( Chen et al., 2005 ), the vulnerable program

takes esi as the pointer to the URL. Thus, an attacker can corrupt

and control the pointer by overwriting the saved esi . Unfortunately,

on newer platforms (such as Ubuntu 10.04), the compiler does not

assign esi to save the pointer according to the assembly code. In-

stead, the compiler allocates a local variable at −0x4160(%ebp) to

save the pointer. This change indicates another data-oriented at-

tack. As shown in Fig. 6 , an exploit corrupts ebp to pivot the stack

frame and forces the pointer addressed by 0x4160(%ebp) to point

to any memory segments specified by the attacker. In this way,

the attacker can rewrite the pointer to a malicious URL after the

security check. 

The exploit appears to be GET

\ x29 \ xd7 \ xff\ xbf \ AAA . . . AA \ x40 \ xf7 \ xff\ xbf \ x20 \ x20/cgi-bin/../../../../bin/sh , 

where 0xbfffd729 is just the address of the second part of the URL,

and 0xbffff740 is used to overwrite the saved ebp . After overwrit-

ing the saved ebp , the variable addressed by 0x4160(%ebp) , will be

controlled by user input and finally point to /cgi-bin/../../../../bin/sh . 

In this example, deExploit detected eight misuses of input

data. The first detected misuse corresponds to the input portion

with offset interval [286, 349]. As shown in Fig. 4 , this misuse cor-
esponds to a dynamic field that is misused as the value of esi . Be-

ause this dynamic field is never present in benign executions, we

elieve that the input portion [286, 349] may be part of its belong-

ng field. In the normalized tree structure, deExploit detected its

arent field, which is a string buffer containing the URL and the

ffset interval is [4, 349]. To localize the root causes of this vul-

erability, we find that the address of the memory segment that

tores the input portion [286, 349] is 0xbfffb56e , and the address

f the memory segment that stores its belonging field with offset

4, 349] is 0xbfffb426 . Backtracking the memory movement, we can

etermine that the latest memory operation on the parent field is

he memroy movement from 0xbfffb5ad to 0xbfffb426 , correspond-

ng with the instruction < rep movsl % ds : (% esi ), % es : (% edi ) > . As

his memory movement leads to corruption on the memroy region

t 0xbfffb56e, 0xbfffb56e should be the base address of the adjacent

ata structure. That is, the memory address for the vulnerable data

tructure may range from 0xbfffb426 to 0xbfffb56e , with the buffer

ize no larger than 328. 

Actually, the buffer size of the vulnerable data structure temp

s 200 bytes. The memory segment from 0xbfffb426 to 0xbfffb56e

hould contain other data structures than temp . To verify the re-

ult, we examined the assembly code compiled using debugging

ymbols and found another buffer named date_time_final , which

s defined as a buffer with 128 bytes and base address 0xbfffb4ee .

owever, the overwritten variable date_time_final was never refer-

nced during the execution of the exploit; thus deExploit could

ot detect it. As deExploit failed to recognize date_time_final ,

he buffer size of the vulnerable memory region was identified

y deExploit as being the sum of the buffer date_time_final and

emp . 

There are several attack steps during this exploitation, includ-

ng corrupting the saved ebp for stack pivoting, corrupting ptr to

oint to /cgi-bin/../../../../bin/sh , and executing the command spec-

fied by the malicious URL. To highlight these attack steps, de-

xploit constructed the control-dependency and data-dependency

elationships among these misused dynamic fields. As shown in

ig. 7 , the exploit first corrupts the memory segment of the

aved ebp to 0xbfff740 , and the address of this memory cell

s 0xbfffb598 . Secondly, ebp is used to address another memory

ell, i.e., −0x4160(%ebp) . The address and value are 0xbfffb5e0 and

xbfffd729 , respectively. Third, within the execution context of strn-

at , deExploit captures that the pointer −0x4160(%ebp) with ad-

ress 0xbfffb5e0 points to a tainted buffer, which is then copied
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Fig. 7. Key attack steps in the data-oriented attack on ghttpd . 
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o another buffer for which the pointer is −0x151(%ebp) . Similarly,

y tracking the data flow of −0x4160(%ebp) and −0x151(%ebp) , de-

xploit further identifies that - 0x151(%ebp) is transferred as the

arameter to the functions strcat and does_file_exist , and finally

akes the program execute execlp with a controlled parameter

hat points to /cgi-bin/../../../../bin/sh . 

Note that these two data-oriented attacks are not easily de-

ected or diagnosed using previous techniques. For example, in

he gzip program, the overflow occurs only between two global

ariables, and leads to no control flow violations. Pointer taint-

ng ( Nakka et al., 2005 ) can detect some data-oriented attacks by

etecting tainted pointers, but it cannot detect the exploit of gzip

ecause the pointer is taintless. PointerScope ( Zhang et al., 2012 )

iagnoses exploits by identifying conflicts of pointer types. How-
Fig. 8. The execution context of
ver, in this example, both of the base pointers to 0x807f680 and

x807faa0 are correctly used, and there is no conflict. 

.2.3. ROP attack on coolplayer 

As listed in Table 3 , for the ROP attack on vulnerability CVE-

008-3408 , deExploit identified 16 misuses of input data. In this

ection, we illustrate how these violations can help us understand

he attack vector of the exploit. 

Fig. 8 shows the trace segment of coolplayer , for which deEx-

loit dynamically identified ten dynamic fields. For example, for

he instruction ret , the instruction address is 0x4089b6 and the

perand is accessed through a root pointer addressed by esp . Thus,

eExploit identifies this operand as a dynamic field. With the taint

ags, the dynamic field contains four bytes with offsets ranging

rom 260 to 263. For the instruction 〈 pop % ebx 〉 , the instruction ad-

ress is 0x77f167a6 , and the operand is accessed through another

oot pointer addressed by esp . Thus, deExploit identifies that the

ynamic field consists of four bytes with offsets ranging from 264

o 267. Similarly, deExploit identified other eight dynamic fields. 

Fig. 8 shows the execution context of these ten dynamic fields.

he virtual lines denote the control transfer, and the solid lines

enote the data propagation. By examining the context, we find

hat eip , which points to SetProcessDEPPolicy , is propagated from

he input with offsets ranging from 276 to 279. The argument of

etProcessDEPPolicy , which is specified with < mov 0 x 8(% ebp ), % eax

 , is propagated from the input with offsets ranging from 264 to

67. By combining the references to these dynamic fields, we can

dentify the invocation of the function SetProcessDEPPolicy , which

s used to disable the DEP protection. 

.3. False positive and false negative 

.3.1. False positive 

False positives occur when identified misuses of input data are

ot attack steps. These misuses are really caused by memory cor-

uption operations, but not for the attack. For example, in the cool-

layer , we found six misused dynamic fields that do not belong to

ttack steps. Fig. 9 shows two of the six misused dynamic fields. It

s observed that the program pushes two tainted parameters into

he stack to call the function at 0x40bf70 . These two parameters
 ROP attack on coolplayer . 
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Fig. 9. Misused dynamic fields that are not attack key steps. 

Fig. 10. Source code of the vulnerability CVE-2006-3747 . 
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(variables) are actually overwritten by the impact of stack smash-

ing, but they are not attack steps. 

To reduce the false positive rate, we propose to capture the de-

pendency relationships between these misused dynamic fields. If a

misused dynamic field is not control- or data-dependent on other

fields, we claim that this misuse of the dynamic field is not a sig-

nificant step. 

5.3.2. False negative 

In our experiments, we encountered one example of a false

negative, where deExploit failed to detect the exploit for vulnera-

bility CVE-2006-3747 . To illustrate this case, we present the source

code for the vulnerability in Fig. 10 . 

This vulnerability is an off-by-one memory corruption. In the

code segment, cp is defined as a pointer that points to the URL,

and the token is defined as an array with five elements. The buggy

operation ++c in line 2740 could lead to an out-of-bounds mem-

ory error. Within special scenarios (such as the binary of Apache-

1.3.31 compiled on the Windows platform), the memory region of

the token is followed only by the saved return address. This ex-

ploit is missed by deExploit . From Fig. 10 , it is observed that the

data overwriting the saved return address is cp itself, instead of

the tainted bytes dereferenced by cp . Because cp is not tainted,

deExploit cannot capture this corruption by cp . This negative is

caused by the under-tainting problem ( Schwartz et al., 2010 ). To

solve this problem, we can improve the tainting propagation by

enabling control dependencies ( Kang et al., 2011 ). 

For the vulnerability caused by integer-overflow-to-buffer-

overflow ( Zhang et al., 2010 ), the root causes are integer over-

flow and buffer overflow. In this type of vulnerability, the length

of a buffer is specified by an integer that can be maliciously con-
rolled by the attacker, and then an illegal buffer can further lead

o a buffer overflow. To diagnose the exploit for this vulnerabil-

ty, deExploit can identify the vulnerable data structure, corrup-

ion point, and malicious memory operation. However, deExploit

ay miss some information regarding conditions that must be sat-

sfied to trigger the vulnerability. 

. Discussion 

Memory corruption can be caused by over-reading ( Szekeres

t al., 2013 ). For example, the well-known heart-bleed vulnerabil-

ty heart-bleed (CVE-2014-0160) in OpenSSL is caused by a memory

isclosure attack and does not overwrite any data. Recent advanced

ttacks, such as JIT-ROP ( Snow et al., 2013 ), also involve memory-

isclosure attacks. For exploits where the input data is not mis-

sed, we cannot detect the corruption. 

Our approach mainly focuses on the memory-corruption vul-

erabilities caused by spatial memory errors. For vulnerabilities

aused by temporal memory errors ( Caballero et al., 2007 ), it is

till possible to identify the misuse of input data. For instance, con-

ider the use-after-free vulnerability in which an invalid pointer

ereference can make the program access a deallocated or real-

ocated memory region. A common exploitation attack on a use-

fter-free vulnerability is to allocate the new object and range the

eap after the old memory object has been deallocated ( Lee et al.,

015 ). The pointer dereference will then misuse the data in the

ew object as the content of the old object. In the exploit diag-

osis where the exploit is available, a much simpler approach to

etect the temporal error is to monitor the allocation of the object

uring the execution of the exploit, as in Memcheck ( Seward and

ethercote, 2005 ). 

The widespread use of user scripting and just-in-time compi-

ation allows attackers to carry out an attack practically despite

ttempts to protect against them ( Song et al., 2015 ). In these ad-

anced exploits, certain memory objects are not directly corrupted

y the input data; rather, they are corrupted by the data generated

rom the just-in-time compilation. In such cases, deExploit may

ose its ability to detect the misuse of input data. 

. Related work 

Over recent decades, defending against memory corruption has

een an ongoing focus of research ( Szekeres et al., 2013 ). In this

ection, we discuss the most closely related work. 

.1. Reverse engineering 

Researchers have proposed many reverse engineering

echniques for data structures ( DataRescue, 2005 ), such as

SI ( Ramalingam et al., 1999 ), TIE ( Lee et al., 2011 ), REWARDS ( Lin

t al., 2010 ), and Howard ( Slowinska et al., 2011 ). Using static

nalysis, ASI ( Ramalingam et al., 1999 ) attempts to pinpoint mem-

ry segments depending on their access patterns, and can further

dentify types using the type information obtained from system

alls and well-known library functions such as libc . Similar to

he idea behind ASI, REWARDS ( Lin et al., 2010 ) propagates type

nformation from known parameter types. Howard ( Slowinska

t al., 2011 ) constructs symbol tables by capturing the access

atterns of different data structures. BYTEWEIGHT ( Bao et al.,

014 ) automatically learns key features to recognize functions. 

The reverse engineering in deExploit learns much from previ-

us techniques in terms of capturing the access patterns. Unlike

revious techniques such as Howard ( Slowinska et al., 2011 ), which

everses all covered data structures, deExploit only reverses data

tructures that are used to access input fields. Moreover, tracking
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ow these data structures are referenced to access the input en-

bles our novel insight of identifying the misuse of input data for

he detection of memory-corruption attacks, the localization of the

oot causes of vulnerabilities, and the identification of the key at-

ack steps in the exploitation attack vector. 

.2. Memory corruption defense 

Enforcing memory safety is a generic approach that can stop

ll types of memory corruption. Representative techniques include

ointer bounds and object bounds ( Akritidis et al., 2009 ). Approx-

mation techniques ( Akritidis et al., 2008; Castro et al., 2006 ) that

re weaker than memory safety have also been proposed. For ex-

mple, DFI detects the corruption of any data before they are used

y checking read instructions. The safety property is that when-

ver a value is read, the definition identifier of the instruction that

rote the value is in the reaching definition. The detection policy

n deExploit can be substituted by the safety policy in DFI. Com-

ared with DFI, deExploit is more practical for identifying mem-

ry corruption at the binary level, whereas DFI requires static anal-

sis of the source code to construct the data-flow graph. For secu-

ity applications, deExploit is more applicable because it enables

ecurity experts who cannot access the source code to perform au-

omatic analysis of exploits and vulnerabilities. 

Based on recent studies into reverse engineering, several tech-

iques implement binary-level memory safety or weaker poli-

ies by reversing the program data structures. For example, Bi-

Armor ( Slowinska et al., 2012 ) protects data structures with

IT ( Akritidis et al., 2008 ) by reversing the program data struc-

ures. StackArmor ( Chen et al., 2015 ) shields binaries from stack-

ased attacks by recognizing program abstractions such as func-

ions and their control-flow graphs. Data-delineation ( Gopan et al.,

015 ) provides a heuristic analysis for recovering the intended lay-

ut of data in stripped binaries, and can be applied to defend

gainst buffer overrun vulnerabilities. These techniques can detect

ttacks whenever the vulnerabilities are triggered, but they fail to

rovide precise information about the exploited vulnerability or

he attack vector employed in the exploitation. 

In recent years, advanced exploits for memory-corruption vul-

erabilities have become increasingly sophisticated. JIT-ROP ( Snow

t al., 2013 ) was proposed to bypass the protection of both DEP

nd fine-grained ASLR. Blind-ROP ( Bittau et al., 2014 ) can bypass

ystem protection by adopting a brute-force attack technique. In

ddition to control-flow-hijack attacks, Hu et al. (2015) ; 2016 )

howed that data-oriented exploits could be generated automati-

ally. To defend against memory disclosure attacks, Isomeron ( Davi

t al., 2015 ) combined execution-path randomization with code

andomization to reduce the success probability of the adversary

n predicting the correct runtime address of a target ROP gad-

et. Execution-only protection techniques such as Execute-no-Read

XnR) ( Backes et al., 2014 ) and Readactor ( Crane et al., 2015 ) have

lso been proposed to make code pages inaccessible. 

To defend against exploits, CFI techniques have been extensively

esearched in recent years ( Zhang and Sekar, 2013; Göktas et al.,

014; Davi et al., 2014 ), and many practical methods have been

roposed ( Mohan et al., 2015; van der Veen et al., 2015; Zhang

t al., 2013; Payer et al., 2015; Tice et al., 2014 ). However, these

echniques are still designed to detect CFI violations, but they may

ot work well in defending against data-oriented attacks. 

.3. Crash analysis and exploit diagnosis 

For automatic software debugging, researchers have proposed

arious crash analysis techniques to facilitate the localization of

rogram bugs ( Wu et al., 2014; Cui et al., 2016; Jun et al., 2016 ).

u et al. (2014) designed CrashLocator to localize software bugs by
nalyzing stack information in a core dump. Cui et al. (2016) pro-

osed RETracer, a system that reconstructs program semantics

rom core dumps and examines how the program input contributes

o program crashes. RETracer leverages a core dump along with a

ackward analysis to recover program execution states and spot

 software defect. However, CrashLocator and RETracer may lose

heir capabilities, because their effectiveness relies on the pre-

ise analysis of a core dump, whereas the exploitation of vulner-

bilities always corrupts memory. In a recent study, CREDAL ( Jun

t al., 2016 ) analyzed the core dump of a crashed program with-

ut the assumption of memory integrity, and dealt with both cor-

upted and uncorrupted core dumps to enable crash diagnosis.

ompared with these techniques for crash analysis, our approach

s more applicable to the security landscape, and enables secu-

ity experts who cannot access the source code to perform di-

gnosis and obtain precise information regarding the exploit and

ulnerability. More specifically, deExploit can identify the attack

ector employed by the exploit, which is valuable for generating

xploit signatures; few previous techniques have focused on this

roblem. 

For the automatic localization of vulnerability root causes, re-

earchers have proposed many debugging techniques for memory

rrors. Memcheck ( Seward and Nethercote, 2005 ) can detect tem-

oral memory errors and memory overlaps; Argos ( Portokalidis

t al., 2006 ) tracks the propagation of unsafe data to identify in-

alid use and generate accurate exploit signatures; and Penum-

ra ( Clause and Orso, 2009 ) identifies bytes that contribute to an

verflow, which is very useful for exploit diagnosis. However, the

etection policies of Argos and Penumbra are still based on CFI. 

Memsherlock ( Sezer et al., 2007 ) automatically identifies un-

nown memory-corruption vulnerabilities and provides critical in-

ormation on corruption points in the source code to describe how

he malicious input exploits the unknown vulnerability. The prob-

em scope of deExploit is identical to that of Memsherlock. The

ifference is that deExploit works at the binary level, whereas

emsherlock requires the source code to be rewritten. The binary-

evel approach is more practical, because many security analyses

re performed by third-parties who cannot access the source code

r debugging information. 

Dependency-based techniques can trace back to the source data

fter detecting attacks ( Newsome and Song, 2005 ), but cannot

learly distinguish key attack steps and other dependencies. 

Execution comparison is widely used for software debugging

nd security analysis ( Sumner et al., 2011 ), which are closely re-

ated to our study. Differential slicing ( Johnson et al., 2011 ) isolates

he causal path of state differences that lead to the observed dif-

erence. Dual slicing ( Weeratunge et al., 2010 ) compares two exe-

utions and extracts the differing dependencies between them to

ebug concurrency bugs. The main challenge to existing execution

omparisons is that there may be a large number of different pro-

ram states. Our approach does not select the detailed program

tates for comparison. Instead, deExploit models the way the pro-

ram manipulates benign input as a criterion for detecting the in-

alid references to the exploit. 

. Conclusion 

Exploit diagnosis is an important yet time-consuming task in

oftware security defense techniques. This paper proposed the de-

xploit tool, a novel binary-level approach for exploit diagnosis,

or detecting memory corruption by identifying the misuse of in-

uts. Evaluations on several realistic exploits show that deExploit

s a generic technique for attack detection, including both control-

ijacking and data-oriented exploit, and is effective in localizing

he root causes and identifying key attack steps. 
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